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Context and purpose of Request for Proposal
Brainbox is the project lead for the Action Coalition on Meaningful Transparency (ACT), a
multistakeholder initiative launched under the auspices of the Danish Tech for
Democracy Initiative. The ACT is led by a steering group of civil society organisations
which are listed on the ACT website along with the ACT terms of reference.

The ACT’s priorities include enhancing awareness of existing work and initiatives on digital
transparency in order to foster greater efficiency and collaboration, as well as enhancing
the involvement of majority world voices in these efforts. As such, the ACT seeks to bring
together a diverse range of stakeholders, from various geographical and subject-matter
perspectives, across its Steering Group, Advisory Group, and broader membership.

The ACT brings together a wide range of academics, civil society organisations,
companies, governments, and international organisations to work collaboratively on
digital transparency, including by: (i) clarifying relevant definitions and terminology; (ii)
mapping existing and identifying missing efforts; (iii) sharing lessons learned; (iv) fostering
opportunities for alignment and coordination; and (v) producing recommendations for
companies, donors, researchers, and governments. This work is carried out via public and
private events and workshops, one-on-one consultations, and ongoing research and
dialogue, driven by the project lead.

One key output identified by the ACT is a web portal that can map entities, initiatives,
events, and products in the digital transparency space to share information and enable
more effective coordination of research and policy efforts. The purpose of this Request for
Proposal is as follows:

● To invite qualified vendors to provide information about products that are currently
available and meet our need for data hosting and exploration, including user
interfaces

● To obtain a high-level indication of vendor capability to provide an appropriate
technical solution to the ACT

● To enhance our understanding of the costs associated with this project

We are seeking responses from vendors who can design and build an appropriate web
portal that meets the requirements laid out in “scope and required features” below, with
the possibility of ongoing work developing the portal further once user engagement and
additional requirements can be assessed.

Scope and required features
The proposed mapping portal will cover the digital transparency space broadly, allowing
for the cataloguing of entities, initiatives, events, and products in a relational database
that facilitates easy navigation and makes the relationships between entries explicit and
navigable. Brainbox will enter the content of this database, and no data labelling or entry
will be required of the chosen vendor beyond what is necessary in development and
testing.

The following features will be required:
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● A back-end interface that allows Brainbox and other authorised users to add new
entries or edit existing ones

● The ability to link entries in a way that makes their relationship (parent-child,
participant, etc.) clear and allows users to “click through” to related entries

● Comprehensive search and tagging features
○ Subject tags, entity/initiative categories and sub-categories
○ Search by text in entry, name, tags etc.
○ Filter by any of the above
○ In-search adjustment and suggestions

● Collapsible fields on individual entry pages
● A calendar showing past and upcoming events that links to the appropriate entries

and can be filtered using search tools
● A world map showing entities, initiatives, and events with a geographic location

tagged, that can be filtered using search tools

Timeline
Expected project duration is three months, from September to February 2022. Further
support or development may be provided in negotiation with the agreed supplier. An
indicative timeline is below, but is subject to change:

RFP Released – 11 October 2022
Written questions due – 26 October 2022
Responses to questions posted – 28 October 2022
RFP responses due – 8 November 2022
Vendor of choice selected following candidate interviews – 15 November 2022
Contract completed – 18 November 2022
Preliminary start date – 21 November 2022
Progress report/back-end complete – 10 January 2023
Demonstration to ACT steering group – 31 January 2023
Initial product released – 28 February 2023

Key Contacts
Tom Barraclough / Allyn Robins
Consultants, Brainbox
info@brainbox.institute

Chris Sheehy
Research and policy manager, GNI
csheehy@globalnetworkinitiative.org

Inquiries
We encourage inquiries regarding this RFP and welcome the opportunity to answer
questions from potential applicants. Vendors will review the information posted and
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communicate any requested changes or updates in writing. Please direct your questions
to info@brainbox.institute and include the words "RFP: Inquiry" in the subject line.
All questions from all vendors will be consolidated and answered in writing by 28 October
2022.

General Conditions
● Brainbox is not obliged to follow any course of action as a result of this RFP.

Issuance of this RFP does not constitute a commitment by Brainbox to award any
contract.

● Brainbox is not responsible for any costs incurred by any vendor or their partners in
the RFP response preparation or presentation.

● Information submitted in response to this RFP will become the property of
Brainbox.

● All responses will be kept private from other vendors.
● Brainbox reserves the right to modify this RFP at any time and reserves the right to

reject any and all responses to this RFP, in whole or in part, at any time.
● Brainbox is not bound to accept the lowest bid, nor any proposal submitted. There

is no guarantee that the prospective project described in this RFP will be
undertaken.

Terms of Contract
Contract terms will be negotiated upon award of the contract.

Proposal Format and Requirements
Vendors should organise their proposals as defined below to ensure consistency and to
facilitate the evaluation of all responses. All the sections listed below must be included in
the proposal, in the order presented, with the Section Number listed. The responses are to
be submitted in the following format:

Section 1 – Executive Summary
Section 2 – Vendor Profile
Section 3 – Product/Service Information
Section 4 – Warranty/Technical Support
Section 5 – Cost Estimates/Contract Terms/References

Evaluation/Scoring Criteria
Vendor profile / history 15%
Product / proposal fit 50%
Post-release support / maintenance 10%
Pricing 25%
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